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We care deeply for the environment and we are committed to its preservation for future 
generations. As such, we are dedicated to the promotion and implementation of clean energy 
technologies and energy poverty alleviation around the world. We believe that clean base load 
energy technologies such as SMR’s can provide solutions in view of these objectives. 
 
We are uniquely qualified to offer services that will assist clean base load energy companies bring 
their technologies to market. Technology agnostic, our services focus on the identification and 
evaluation of possible sites, business requirements and technology characteristics that result in best-
suited solutions for specifically determined objectives. 
 
We offer site identification optimization services for energy and innovative technology companies. 
We provide, full and comprehensive assessments of where your technology will have the highest 
level possible of success and beneficial impact globally. Numerous factors make the match ideal 
for you, but not other technologies. In addition, we possess extensive commercial/technical 
capabilities and knowledge of regulatory processes, plus far-reaching key stakeholder relations that 
provide a solid foundation in support of our client’s objectives.  
 
Siting and Matching 
 
Lions Global conducted a global clean energy siting study that has produced results and insights for 
possible sites where project proponents and governments have yet considered these technologies. 
This study could possibly identify sites for your technology. 
 
Lions Global has initiated contact with potential project proponents to further evaluate interest in 
these sites. We are currently working with project proponents on their energy requirements and 
possible site determinations. We also work hand in hand with our clients on overcoming challenges 
associated with each site. In addition, Lions Global has also conducted technology matches to sites 
and introduced technology companies to project proponents for further evaluation.  
 
Our recent global energy study has identified global trends and need for energy that translates into 
opportunities to site future clean energy generation assets.  Lions Global has also worked directly 
with clean energy technology companies to assist with their strategy development for siting options 
resulting in project proponents, such as utilities, mining companies and governments, extending 
further considerations towards these technologies and sites yet considered. 
 
We continue to engage with possible project proponents, both private corporations and 
governments that have translated into significant interests in the possibility of siting clean 
technologies in support of current and future needs. In addition to the studies we conduct, which 
includes over 150 interdependent variables, our expertise in Government Relations and Regulatory 
matters are utilized to enhance our findings to further support our client’s interests and projects.  
 


